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Links
Website; http://www.performancesforpets.net/
Taz.de Review; http://taz.de/Symposium-ueber-Tiere-und-Kunst/!5298290/
Performances for Pets is a performance created for domestic pets. Through
research into pet’s tastes and interests and with consultation from pet behavioural therapists and psychologists this performance is an attempt to bring an
experience of contemporary art to domestic pets. Each performance is adjusted to the specific audience member’s character and willingness to engage or
interact. In addition to exploring our companion species’ tastes and
humour, the project also address the fact that entertainment provided by
pets working from home is often not recognised as work. In an aim to return
at least part of this favour, Krõõt Juurak and Alex Bailey ended up devising
Performances for Pets. Performances for Pets has already been performed
over 90 times to pets in Zürich, Erlangen, Brussels, Bristol, Tallinn, Berlin and
Vienna.

Links
XING Bolonga; http://www.xing.it/opera/823/animal_jokes_for_animals
Seccession; https://www.secession.at/event/salon-klimbim/
A performance for humans (45 min). Animal Jokes (for Animals) consists of a
series of physical and mental “jokes” imagining a type of humour that humans
do not have access to. The internet is saturated with videos of animals acting
“funny” ranging from compilations in which cats fail to perform certain actions
to dogs dancing to pop music. In short, the idea of humans using animals to
have fun is widespread. Animal Jokes (for Animals) attempts to reverse this
dominant regime and imagine humorous moments, acts and attempts at fun, as
seen from the perspective of the animal. This performance was first performed
at Salon Klimbim at the Vienna Secession (curated by Fahim Amir).

Autodomestication
2008-2011

Links
Website: https://autodomestication.wordpress.com/about/
A performative research project about the work of domestic pets as
contemporary affective workers. The labour of pets resembles the affective
and emotional labour associated with the creative industries. Artists and pets
can be seen as colleagues from different species, working their way to be
flexible and adjusted to the challenges posed by the capitalist society.
Duration; 50 min.
Co-production: Tanzquartier Wien 2008 (with aftertalk by Fahim Amir)

